General Principles for Secondary Containment

Spill buckets and containment sumps for tank systems are neither intended nor designed for the storage of petroleum products. They are designed to contain small leaks for short periods of time.

In order for equipment to be operated efficiently and safely it must be maintained, inspected and tested for proper operation on an on going basis.
When choosing new sumps and spill buckets there may be several options. But your decision of what to install may be driven by outside influences.

There may be some local or state regulations which limit or decide your options.

When working with an existing UST you may be limited by the spacing and availability of existing bung penetrations.

You may be limited to what your local installer and distributor has access to.

Site environmental conditions may influence your options.

And as in everything,… cost plays a major part of the decision process.
Identifying benefits and features when choosing to install a new double wall piping system. Recognizing potential issues with existing older piping systems.
When it comes to spill buckets the first decision you may have to make is if you want to install a single wall or double wall spill buckets. Local or state requirements may already dictate this option for you. The existing tank and bung penetrations may also impact your available options.
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Thank you!